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Did you know What’s Never Been Admitted Concerning George Orwell's Book titled '1984'?  

           Perhaps, I shall rephrase the questions as;  

                    Do you know what's Never been Brought to the Public’s Awareness, 

                        via America's Marxist Controlled Flow of information and Knowledge? 

  

          George Orwell's groundbreaking novel '1984' was his version of our postmodern 
world, particularly the near future, being controlled by the Zionist Jews. Orwell, being 
well-aware of the power which they've already amassed in Washington primarily through 
total control of the State Department and also a majority control of the Executive Branch 
of government. George would furth comprehend their evil intentions for the rest of 
mankind besides the Jewish people who desire all the races on earth in a state of slavery 
under their control. 

          While determined to speak the truth by dispersing alarming warning signals among 
the remainder of the people throughout society failing to apprehend the truth construct 
of the society which they abode, George went into 'play it safe' mode after coming to the 
realization that an innumerable amount of people throughout our history have had their 
lives torn apart by a mysterious disappearance of their wealth and assets, disappearance 
of loved-ones, their careers ripped-away from underneath them, but most have fell to a 
worsen state of ill-fate. Hence, referring to torture and/or murder ensued after they 
unearthed and denounced the Zionist's globalism and communist intentions publicly.  

Henceforth, "1984" was published as a fictional novel which describes a 
dystopian story of totalitarian power, media manipulation, and technology weaponized 
against the people. On the contrary, the police-state Orwell describes conveniently 
mirrors the Jews own intentions by now committed in Europe and America; not to 
mention, their future goals for the complete enslavement of all mankind upon the earth. 

Source: 
<https://www.bing.com/search?q=1984+by+george+orwell+summary&form=ANNTH1&refig=e9fdb07a306446df81f8ebc736e2cdfd&sp=2&
qs=EP&pq=1984+by&sk=PRES1LS1&sc=8-7&cvid=e9fdb07a306446df81f8ebc736e2cdfd&ntref=1> 
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